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Assemble the stand, by sliding the end and
side sections together and then attaching
to the base.

This section DOES NOT get glued to the 
village base.

Lie the back of the houses onto a �at
surface and insert walls B1 and B2
as indicated. 
Next assemble the front section
of house B onto theses walls.

Insert walls B3 and B4 into house B,
then insert walls A1 and A2 into
house A.

Locate the front of the houses labelled
A & B, attach this to the walls from
the previous section.
Working from left to right attach the
roof sections in the following order:
A3, A4, B5, B6, B7 and �nally B8.
A�x the chimney to roof section B8.

Fit walls C1 and C2 into the rear
of house C and walls D1 and D2 into
the rear of house D.

Fit the front of house C & D onto
these walls.

Attach the roof and chimneys to
house C, �t walls D4 & D5 to the
church spire before assembling
the roof using D6 & D7.
Once the roof is assembled insert
the cross on top of the church.

Use glue during assembly on all connecting parts unless noti�ed otherwise.
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You should now have a completed
village. Gentle lift the village into place
locating the tabs on the houses with
the holes in the base.
If you have painted and paint has seeped
into the holes or onto the tabs, these may
need to be sanded to allow assembly.
Fit the snowmen, sledge and fences into
the base.

DO NOT glue the stand to the
village base, this is left to allow access
into the stand and the led lighting system.
This should be a loose �t to the base.

Assemble the two pieces of the 
Merry Christmas sign using glue.

Attach the Merry Christmas sign and reindeers
to the clear backplate using glue.

Fit the completed backplate into
the base as indicated, this does not require glue.
Attach to the rear of the houses using the
small keys. You may need to put slight pressure
on the clear backplate to turn the key.
DO NOT turn the key if you are
experiencing resistance.

Use glue during assembly on all connecting parts unless noti�ed otherwise.

KEYS
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